
 
 

Bulk SMS Services Props in the Times Of Plight 

 

Emergencies are always unwanted and unpleasant surprises that we are often 

confound with. Alongside to these such plights at times, fastest 

communication just becomes the need of the hour. For fast tidings the best 

way is through Bulk SMS Services proffered by NRT SMS.  

 

Sending information through any other mode or medium in such a situation 

would be ineffective and time consuming. Above all, 98% of open and read 

rate of Bulk SMS makes it the best option in this difficult times.  

Benefits of using NRT’s Bulk SMS Services in plight 

https://www.nrtsms.com/


 
 

 With just a small tap or click all the information in the times of difficulty 

speedily reaches the people, thus helping to connect millions at one go.  

 

 The Bulk SMS Services slackens the panic in people. A message can entail 

anything as, safety precautions, emergency numbers, nearby aids, 

addresses, nearby hospitals, information, and medical information, etc. 

which helps the people in danger instantly.  

 

 NRT SMS, the Bulk SMS Service provider in India helps you reach every 

person in India in any quandary. Every person hands a cell phone and 

every cell phone have the feature of messaging.  

 

 Through SMS Services it becomes very unchallenging to connect to a 

large number of people without any dependency on other 

complementary things. Bulk SMS do not require any internet and can be 

easily sent to a number of people in one go.  

Why SMS is preferred more over other connecting modes 

 Cost-effective 

 Highest open and read rate 

 Fastest mode to communicate 

 Communication always done on preferred time 

 Aids in reaching and connecting wide range of people at once 

NRT SMS is there for you in all the times, irrespective of difficulty or easiness 

and aids you in reaching your customer at all times.  
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